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Careers at Metrolinx
Your Journey to SuccessJoin our team





Making Possibilities Happen.
At Metrolinx, our work goes beyond transit: we connect people to  endless possibilities across the region and help fulfill their potential.
And its our people who are the creators of possibilities. That’s why we foster an environment that helps them reach their potential, so they can do the same for others.

   • We create a work experience that fits employees at every stage of their career, so they feel empowered to bring their expertise and ideas, and inspire their teams to build connections, inside and outside of work.
   • We create a sense of belonging where diverse perspectives, knowledge, and experiences allow employees to be seen, heard, and valued.
   • We provide continuous learning and development where employees can gain new skills to shape our services and help better connect us with the community and our customers.
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Join our team
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Something For EveryoneWith exciting career opportunities in Toronto and across Ontario in a variety of fields and disciplines, start a rewarding career with Metrolinx.
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Why Work for Metrolinx?Be part of the expansion and innovate our world-class transit system every day by building and growing our brands, GO Transit, UP Express and PRESTO.
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Grow With UsWe’re looking for enthusiastic and creative people who are ready for a challenging and rewarding career in one of the largest transit organizations in Canada.












Connecting you to Career Possibilities
At Metrolinx we have opportunities across all areas of our business. View our careers to reach your full potential.






Capital ProjectsSpearheading GO Expansion, subways, light rail transit (LRT), various bus projects and more that are part of the largest infrastructure projects in Canadian history.


Join our team



CorporateFrom accounting to communications, information technology to market research, there’s plenty of opportunity to find the department that fits you perfectly.


Join our team



OperationsMaking connections and moving people across the region safely and efficiently is at the heart of serving communities in the Greater Golden Horseshoe.


Join our team



Early TalentMetrolinx provides opportunities for students, interns and new grads to kickstart their careers by helping communities across the region.


Join our team



Recognized as a Great Place to Work
We are proud of our employees and the great work that they do. Being recognized as a great place to work is a testament to the culture and values we live by each day.
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GTA's Top EmployerRecognition for equity, diversity and inclusion
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Top Company for YouthCanada's Top Young People Employer for 2024















Meet our Team
The ones who make it happen.
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Hear from our team members as they share what making possibilities happen at Metrolinx means to them.





Customer Service & Safety is our Priority
Join Metrolinx as a Bus Driver, Technician or Mechanic
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GO Transit Bus DriversLearn more how you can become a GO Transit Bus Driver
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Mechanics & ApprenticesOur Bus Fleet Maintenance Office is seeking Coach Technicians and 310T Mechanics on contract and on permanent basis to diagnose, repair and inspect buses. 











Join our team 
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Metrolinx, an agency of the Ontario Government under the Metrolinx Act, 2006, was created to improve the coordination and integration of transportation in the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area alongside the Ministry of Transportation.
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Personal information is collected under the authority of the Metrolinx Act, 2006, and in accordance with FIPPA. Personal information you provide will be used, as requested, to respond to your enquiries, add you to an e-mail list that may send promotional messages, enhance and improve our services, or otherwise provide you with a personalized experience. For questions, contact: Manager, Customer Care, Metrolinx, 20 Bay St, Suite 600, Toronto, ON M5J 2W3, (416) 869-3600
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